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a feeling thermometer also known as a thermometer scale is
a type of visual analog scale that allows respondents to rank
their views of a given subject on a scale from cold indicating
disapproval to hot indicating approval analogous to the
temperature scale of a real thermometer the emotion
thermometers handout is a tool for helping children put a
name to their feelings and rating their intensity the
colorfully illustrated faces help children recognize each
emotion and the simple rating scales allow them to indicate
how intensely they feel each one a feelings thermometer is
the ultimate counseling tool social emotional workshop by
laura driscoll read time 4 min this reusable tool you to help
students understand feelings and build their strategies
feelings thermometers or scales are an essential tool in your
counseling office what is the feelings thermometer the
feelings thermometer is a visual tool that helps you kids and
adults measure how you are doing emotionally and what
steps you can take to shift your mood when things are
getting tough the feelings thermometer illustrates a broad
emotional spectrum ranging from calm and relaxed to high
intensity emotions like anger or stress this intuitive
interface provides a tangible measure of one s emotional
state enabling users to locate their feelings very angry
worried worn out annoyed sad angry worried worn out
annoyed not very happy happy not happy very sad sad the
feelings thermometer is a great tool to help children identify
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not only what they re feeling but the intensity of their
emotion however it might also be worthwhile to find the
support of a child therapist if your child is having difficulty
with their emotions or processing their feelings i give a
quick overview of how to use it and explain the benefits of
this useful resource i also have new free resources that
accomplish the same thing the feelings thermometer does
but in a a feeling thermometer or a thermometer scale is a
procedure used in survey research to measure feeling
respondents are given instructions to express their feelings
in numbers using the thermometer for temperatures as a
reference or an analogy the feeling thermometer helps you
communicate and track your feelings each day it measures
feelings on a scale of comfortable green to uncomfortable
red using the thermometer you and your family members
can measure the intensity of your feelings and note how the
different intensities affect you if they know when they are
escalating then they can intervene and use a coping skill to
manage their feelings when creating a thermometer focus
on one feeling at a time here s how you can make an anger
thermometer how to make an anger thermometer take a
blank thermometer and divided it into 3 sections the
feelings thermometer from wisconsin office of children s
mental health is a visual tool that can help everyone kids
and adults identify and measure the intensity of their
emotions as well as the steps that can be taken to shift
moods when things are getting tough the feeling
thermometer helps you communicate and track your
feelings each day it measures feelings on a scale of
comfortable green to uncomfortable red using the
thermometer you can measure the intensity of your feelings
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and note how the diferent intensities afect you my feelings
thermometer use this worksheet to rate how you feel about
things that have happened to you so you can keep
developing the skill of mood tracking here s an important
point the thermometer is about feelings not facts so don t
worry about getting it just right on today s episode i talk
about one of my favorite ways to pull together thoughts
behaviors feelings and coping strategies with a child the
feelings thermometer i give a quick overview of how to use
it and explain the benefits of this useful resource what to do
using your thermometer is simple but can be very effective
whenever you feel upset ask yourself to come up with a
logical number on the emotional thermometer ask yourself if
the are you feeling happy sad frustrated angry young
children have a hard time expressing how they feel that s
why you ll love this fun free feelings thermometer which will
help kids express their emotional state perfect for the home
classroom or therapy office the guide provides immediate
access to tables and graphs that display the ebb and flow of
public opinion electoral behavior and choice in american
politics over time it serves as a resource for political
observers policy makers and journalists teachers students
and social scientists this study addresses the issue of the
relation between the number of response categories used in
survey questions and the quality of measurement several
hypotheses derived from relevant theory and research are
tested through a comparison between 7 and 11 category
rating scales used in the 1978 quality of life survey several
hypotheses derived from relevant theory and research are
tested through a comparison between 7 and 11 category
rating scales used in the 1978 quality of life survey one
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feeling thermometer wikipedia May
25 2024
a feeling thermometer also known as a thermometer scale is
a type of visual analog scale that allows respondents to rank
their views of a given subject on a scale from cold indicating
disapproval to hot indicating approval analogous to the
temperature scale of a real thermometer

emotion thermometers worksheet
therapist aid Apr 24 2024
the emotion thermometers handout is a tool for helping
children put a name to their feelings and rating their
intensity the colorfully illustrated faces help children
recognize each emotion and the simple rating scales allow
them to indicate how intensely they feel each one

a feelings thermometer is the
ultimate counseling tool Mar 23
2024
a feelings thermometer is the ultimate counseling tool social
emotional workshop by laura driscoll read time 4 min this
reusable tool you to help students understand feelings and
build their strategies feelings thermometers or scales are an
essential tool in your counseling office



ocmh feelings thermometer
wisconsin Feb 22 2024
what is the feelings thermometer the feelings thermometer
is a visual tool that helps you kids and adults measure how
you are doing emotionally and what steps you can take to
shift your mood when things are getting tough

feelings thermometer example free
pdf download Jan 21 2024
the feelings thermometer illustrates a broad emotional
spectrum ranging from calm and relaxed to high intensity
emotions like anger or stress this intuitive interface
provides a tangible measure of one s emotional state
enabling users to locate their feelings

emotion thermometers therapist aid
Dec 20 2023
very angry worried worn out annoyed sad angry worried
worn out annoyed not very happy happy not happy very sad
sad

feelings thermometer tool for
deciphering kids emotions Nov 19



2023
the feelings thermometer is a great tool to help children
identify not only what they re feeling but the intensity of
their emotion however it might also be worthwhile to find
the support of a child therapist if your child is having
difficulty with their emotions or processing their feelings

how to use the feelings
thermometer youtube Oct 18 2023
i give a quick overview of how to use it and explain the
benefits of this useful resource i also have new free
resources that accomplish the same thing the feelings
thermometer does but in a

thermometer scale feeling
thermometer springerlink Sep 17
2023
a feeling thermometer or a thermometer scale is a
procedure used in survey research to measure feeling
respondents are given instructions to express their feelings
in numbers using the thermometer for temperatures as a
reference or an analogy



feeling thermometer feeling
hermometer carescenter ucla edu
Aug 16 2023
the feeling thermometer helps you communicate and track
your feelings each day it measures feelings on a scale of
comfortable green to uncomfortable red using the
thermometer you and your family members can measure the
intensity of your feelings and note how the different
intensities affect you

making a feelings thermometer
coping skills for kids Jul 15 2023
if they know when they are escalating then they can
intervene and use a coping skill to manage their feelings
when creating a thermometer focus on one feeling at a time
here s how you can make an anger thermometer how to
make an anger thermometer take a blank thermometer and
divided it into 3 sections

feelings thermometer free
multilingual resource for Jun 14
2023
the feelings thermometer from wisconsin office of children s
mental health is a visual tool that can help everyone kids
and adults identify and measure the intensity of their



emotions as well as the steps that can be taken to shift
moods when things are getting tough

feeling thermometer university of
california los angeles May 13 2023
the feeling thermometer helps you communicate and track
your feelings each day it measures feelings on a scale of
comfortable green to uncomfortable red using the
thermometer you can measure the intensity of your feelings
and note how the diferent intensities afect you

my feelings thermometer Apr 12
2023
my feelings thermometer use this worksheet to rate how you
feel about things that have happened to you so you can keep
developing the skill of mood tracking here s an important
point the thermometer is about feelings not facts so don t
worry about getting it just right

how to use the feelings
thermometer coping skills for kids
Mar 11 2023
on today s episode i talk about one of my favorite ways to
pull together thoughts behaviors feelings and coping
strategies with a child the feelings thermometer i give a
quick overview of how to use it and explain the benefits of



this useful resource

why you need to know your
emotional temperature Feb 10 2023
what to do using your thermometer is simple but can be
very effective whenever you feel upset ask yourself to come
up with a logical number on the emotional thermometer ask
yourself if the

free feelings thermometer for kids
mindfulmazing com Jan 09 2023
are you feeling happy sad frustrated angry young children
have a hard time expressing how they feel that s why you ll
love this fun free feelings thermometer which will help kids
express their emotional state perfect for the home
classroom or therapy office

american national election studies
Dec 08 2022
the guide provides immediate access to tables and graphs
that display the ebb and flow of public opinion electoral
behavior and choice in american politics over time it serves
as a resource for political observers policy makers and
journalists teachers students and social scientists



feeling thermometers versus 7 point
scales which are better Nov 07 2022
this study addresses the issue of the relation between the
number of response categories used in survey questions and
the quality of measurement several hypotheses derived from
relevant theory and research are tested through a
comparison between 7 and 11 category rating scales used in
the 1978 quality of life survey

feeling thermometers versus 7point
scales which are better Oct 06 2022
several hypotheses derived from relevant theory and
research are tested through a comparison between 7 and 11
category rating scales used in the 1978 quality of life survey
one hypothesis
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